The Building Our Workforce (BOW) project will ensure employment equity and individual, community, and industry resilience as the MIT recovers from COVID-19. Strategic partners (SP’s) who will inform successful project design. BOW will prepare individuals to enter, return to, and/or advance into high quality jobs in key growth industries of Tribal government and administration, management, Tribal Casino/Resort and trades.

Project Overview

The BOW program compliments existing training and expands the ability to train tribal community members in areas that can create opportunities in areas that increase wage earnings for the target population of members impacted by COVID and are unemployed and/or underemployed. At least 120 or more tribal community members will complete the BOW training/development and be prepared for leadership and entry-level roles in high quality employment. Participants will have a coach who will serve as support to assist participants in accomplishing their individual Comprehensive Employment Plan. Upon completion of the Workforce Readiness Training, opportunities will be offered for technical skills training and work experience or transitional opportunities for work in areas that have been determined in high need in the MIT’s Industries.

Project Industries

Infrastructure, Other Growth Industries: Hospitality, Food, Retail, Executive Management
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Abstract:

The BOW program compliments existing training and expands the ability to train tribal community members in areas that can create opportunities in areas that increase wage earnings for the target population of members impacted by COVID and are unemployed and/or underemployed. At least 120 or more tribal community members will complete the BOW training/development and be prepared for leadership and entry-level roles in high quality employment. Participants will have a coach who will serve as support to assist participants in accomplishing their individual Comprehensive Employment Plan. Upon completion of the Workforce Readiness Training, opportunities will be offered for technical skills training and work experience or transitional opportunities for work in areas that have been determined in high need in the MIT’s Industries.
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